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Abstract— For highly automated driving above SAE level 3,
behavior generation algorithms must reliably consider the
inherent uncertainties of the traffic environment, e.g. arising
from the variety of human driving styles. Such uncertainties
can generate ambiguous decisions, requiring the algorithm to
appropriately balance low-probability hazardous events, e.g.
collisions, and high-probability beneficial events, e.g. quickly
crossing the intersection. State-of-the-art behavior generation
algorithms lack a distributional treatment of decision outcome.
This impedes a proper risk evaluation in ambiguous situations,
often encouraging either unsafe or conservative behavior. Thus,
we propose a two-step approach for risk-sensitive behavior
generation combining offline distribution learning with on-
line risk assessment. Specifically, we first learn an optimal
policy in an uncertain environment with Deep Distributional
Reinforcement Learning. During execution, the optimal risk-
sensitive action is selected by applying established risk criteria,
such as the Conditional Value at Risk, to the learned state-
action return distributions. In intersection crossing scenarios,
we evaluate different risk criteria and demonstrate that our
approach increases safety, while maintaining an active driving
style. Our approach shall encourage further studies about the
benefits of risk-sensitive approaches for self-driving vehicles.

I. INTRODUCTION

For highly automated driving above SAE level 3, behavior
generation algorithms must reliably consider the inherent
uncertainties of the traffic environment, e.g. arising from
the variety of driving styles of other participants. Such
uncertainties can generate ambiguous decisions, requiring the
algorithm to appropriately balance low-probability hazardous
events, e.g. collisions, and high-probability beneficial events,
e.g. quickly crossing the intersection. A single, numeric value
measuring the outcome of a decision does not appropriately
characterize such an ambiguous situation, since it neglects
the probability of events. Instead of using an expectation-
based utility measure, humans resolve ambiguity by minimiz-
ing an adequate risk-metric over an outcome distribution [1].
Such risk-metrics better evaluate the potential harm of an
action with respect to the probability of occurence.

However, state-of-the-art behavior generation algorithms
still lack a distributional treatment of risk. On the one hand,
frequently used problem definitions for behavior generation,
e.g. MDPs† [2, 3], POMDPs† [4, 5] or MAMDPs† [6–8],
adhere to expectation-based return calculation as it is the
conventional definition of optimality for such problems.
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Fig. 1. Our approach deals with an unknown episode-specific driver type
of a participant sampled from a known environment-specific driver type
distribution (right). Risk-neutral, state-action return distributions are trained
offline for this environment and evaluated online regarding collision risk
(left). This two-step risk-sensitive behavior generation approach increases
safety in the face of behavioral uncertainty.

On the other hand, most problem solvers, e.g. Deep Q-
Learning [2, 9, 10] and Monte Carlo Tree Search [6, 7] for
MDPs or Adaptive Belief Tree [4] for POMDPs, output the
expected return instead of the return distribution.

Interestingly, recent variants of Deep Reinforcement
Learning enable learning of state-action return distribu-
tions [11–13], motivating an approach for risk-sensitive
behavior generation. Our two-step approach combines of-
fline learning of the return distribution with online risk
assessment (Fig. 1). It demonstrates the advantages of us-
ing risk-sensitive return metrics to increase safety in the
face of behavioral uncertainty. Specifically, we use Deep
Distributional Q-Learning to learn the risk-neutral, state-
action return distributions in environments with an unknown
episode-specific behavior type of a participant sampled from
a known environment-specific behavior type distribution.
During execution, the optimal action is then selected based
on a distortion risk metric applied to the learned state-action
return distributions.

The main contributions of this work are:

• A risk-sensitive behavior generation approach combin-
ing offline Deep Distributional Reinforcement Learning
with online risk assessment.

• A benchmark of continuous observation spaces suitable
for Deep Q-Learning in intersection scenarios.

• An evaluation of risk metrics applicable for behavior
generation of autonomous vehicles.
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• A demonstration of the safety benefits of risk-sensitive
behavior generation in environments with behavioral
uncertainty.

This work is structured as follows: First, we present
related work and introduce our approach. Next, we present
the experiment setup with a benchmark of neural network
observation spaces, followed by a qualitative and quantitative
evaluation of our method.

II. RELATED WORK

A behavior generation algorithm should consider the
interactions between participants to successfully navigate
in congested traffic, e.g. crowded intersections. Different
variants exist to model interactive human behavior.

Cooperative approaches assume that all agents optimize
a global cost function. Solving this multi-agent MDP either
with optimization- [8, 14] or search-based methods [7, 15]
yields a globally optimal solution defining also the ego
agent’s behavior. However, the equilibrium assumption ne-
glects the uncertainty inherent to human interactions. Proba-
bilistic approaches model the uncertainty about the behavior
of other participants as hidden state in a POMDP and solve
the problem mainly using sampling-based approaches either
offline [5] or online [4, 16]. Both, cooperative and proba-
bilistic approaches, face the problem of a combinatorially
increasing number of maneuvering options with a growing
number of participants. To achieve real-time capability, these
algorithms limit the planning horizon [4], consider only
interactions with the nearest participants [7, 8] and apply
computationally simple traffic prediction models [4, 7], e.g.
the Intelligent Driver Model. Menéndez-Romero et al. [17]
define a probabilistic cooperative approach for highway
merging. However, their approach assumes a discrete for-
mulation of the participants’ intentions.

Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) promises
interaction-aware decision making at lower computational
cost. It learns the expected return of an action by interacting
with other participants in simulation. During online planning,
the agent exploits this experience. Isele et al. [10] apply
Deep Q-Networks (DQN) to intersection crossing and extend
it to occlusion handling in [9]. Wolf et al. [18] evaluate
semantic state space definitions for DQNs in highway
scenarios. Both approaches apply deterministic traffic
models. Yet, even with deterministic models frequently a
small percentage of collisions remains. This epistemic or
parametric uncertainty arises from imperfect information of
the learning algorithm about the problem [19], e.g. coming
from insufficient exploration or inexact minimization of
the loss function. To overcome epistemic uncertainty
when using reinforcement learning for autonomous driving
behavior generation, one can combine DRL with a search
process to allow escaping from local optima of the learned
policy [20, 21] or add an additional safety layer to avoid
insecure actions [2, 22, 23].

In contrast to epistemic uncertainty, our work deals with
inherent or aleatoric uncertainty in the environment, e.g.

arising from uncertainty about the behavior of other par-
ticipants. To avoid unsafe decisions in such domains, risk-
sensitive reinforcement learning employs an optimization
criterion balancing the return and the risk of an action [24].
Such risk criteria and their application to the field of robotics
are discussed in [1]. Dabney et al. [13] combine a novel,
non-parametric approach for return distribution estimation
using Deep Distributional Reinforcement Learning (DDRL)
with risk-sensitive action selection. They outperform pre-
vious DDRL approaches in the domain of Atari games.
The risk preferences of humans in driving scenarios are
evaluated in [25] using Inverse Reinforcement Learning. To
deal with behavioral uncertainty in DRL, Bouton et al. [3]
add safety rules that block actions when they violate a
safety constraint with certain probability. The probabilistic
safety measure is calculated separately for each participant
in a discretized state space. At an intersection with two
participants their approach yields zero collisions. However,
the approach neglects interactions between other participants
and does not scale efficiently to more complex scenarios.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first
which addresses the inherent uncertainty of traffic environ-
ments with risk-sensitive optimization criteria. Our algorithm
avoids a rule-based formulation of safety or discretization of
the state space. It is solely based on the reward definition
and easily interpretable risk evaluation metrics. Further, we
demonstrate the advantages of Distributional Reinforcement
Learning for autonomous vehicle behavior generation.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

There exist various types of inherent uncertainties. We
focus on the inherent uncertainty that arises from the in-
teraction with other traffic participants of varying driving
styles. We formulate the problem as Stochastic Bayesian
Game (SBG) [26]. The SBG models other agents’ behaviors
based on a behavior type space and distribution. We can
adopt this notion to our domain: A behavior type corresponds
to a human driving style, e.g. ”aggressive” or ”passive”. The
type distribution models the occurrence frequencies of the
driving styles in an environment. This SBG consists of:
• environment state space S with fully observable kino-

dynamic states si of the participants.
• N traffic participants; for each participant i ∈ N :

– action set Ai of motion primitives
– behavior type space Θi modeling the driving styles,

e.g. Θi = {”aggressive, ”passive”}.
– reward function Ri : S×A×Θi → R defining the

reward after executing the joint action a ∈ A.
– stochastic policy πi : H × Ai × Θi → [0, 1] over

the sets of state-action histories H, actions Ai and
behavior types Θi, e.g. πi(Ht, a, ”aggressive”).

• state transition function T : S ×A× S → [0, 1].
• type distribution ∆ : N0 × Θ → [0, 1] over the sets

of participants’ indices N0 and types Θ. In the above
example, it reflects the percentage of drivers showing
”aggressive” or ”passive” behavior.
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Before each episode of the SBG, the type θi for each
participant i is sampled from Θi with probability ∆(θi).
Based on the state-action history Ht at time step t, each
participant repeatedly chooses an action according to its
behavior πi(H

t, a, θi) until a terminal environment state
occurs. The ego-vehicle, i=0, knows a priori the type
distribution ∆ and space Θ, and the behaviors πi; in our
approach via inference during training in simulation. The
episode-specific, sampled types θi of the other participants
are unknown.

A behavior generation algorithm must solve the presented
SBG. It shall find the optimal driving policy of the ego-
vehicle π0(·, ·, ·), maximizing positive return while consid-
ering the risk of negative return due to the uncertainty about
the episode-specific driving styles of other participants.

IV. METHOD

We propose a risk-sensitive behavior generation approach
to deal with the presented problem. It encompasses the
following two steps visualized in Fig. 1:

1) Offline Distribution Learning: The random return
variable R depending on action a in environment
state s is distributed according to the state-action return
distribution Z(r|s, a). Using Distributional Reinforce-
ment Learning [11], we learn Z∗(r|s, a) in simulation
for a fixed behavior type space and distribution. It
encodes the optimal policy of the ego-agent for such
an environment.

2) Online Risk Assessment: We deviate from using the
standard, expectation-based selection of the optimal
action with a∗= argmaxa Er∼Z∗ [R]. Instead, we quan-
tify the collision risk with distortion risk metrics [1]
applied to the learned state-action value distribution.
The optimal action is then selected based on the
measured risk of each action.

Next, we depict the presented approach in detail.

A. Distributional Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning finds an optimal policy for a
Markov Decision Process (MDP). The Bellman equation
defines the optimal Q-function

Q∗(s, a) = Es′
[
r (s, a, s′) + γmax

a′
Q∗(s′, a′)|s, a

]
(1)

representing the expected return, taking action a in
state s and from thereon following the optimal pol-
icy π∗(s)=a∗= argmaxaQ

∗(s, a). The discount factor γ
defines how future rewards rt ∼ R contribute to the current
state-action value. Mnih et al. [27] introduced Deep Q-
Networks (DQN) enabling Q-learning for problems with
higher-dimensional, continuous state space. Double Deep
Q-Networks (DDQN) [28] and prioritized experience re-
play [29] improved convergence and optimality of DQN.

Distributional reinforcement learning models the re-
turn R as a random variable with probability distribu-
tion Z(r|s, a) and the Q-value being the expected return
Q(s, a)=Er∼Z [R]. Bellemare et al. [11] introduced Deep

Distributional Reinforcement Learning to learn Z(r|s, a)
non-parametrically in a continuous state space. They proved
that the Distributional Bellman equation

Z(r|s, a)
D
:= R(s, a) + γZ(r|s′, a′)

s′ ∼ T (·|s, a), a′ ∼ π∗(·|s′)
(2)

has a unique fix point Z∗(s, a) that minimizes the maximal
form of the Wasserstein metric, a distance between two
probability distributions. Their proposed algorithm, C51,
approximately minimizes this distance to learn the return dis-
tribution Z∗(s, a) from which the optimal policy is obtained
greedily with π∗(s) = argmaxa E[Z∗(s, a)].

Quantile Regression Deep Q-Learning (QRDQN) im-
proves the performance of the C51 algorithm by truly
minimizing the Wasserstein metric [12]. It approximates the
inverse cumulative distribution function (c.d.f) or quantile
function F−1

Z at discrete probabilities.

B. Training Process
We apply the QRDQN algorithm to learn the state-action

distribution Z∗(r|s, a) of the ego agent for a fixed behavior
type space and distribution in simulation.

Before the start of a training episode, we sample episode-
specific behavior types θi for all other participants i from the
fixed environment-specific type distribution ∆. The sampled
types remain constant for the rest of the episode. The sim-
ulated participants then behave according to πi(·, ·, θi). By
seeing a multitude of episodes with different behavior types,
the learning agent infers the type distribution and space, and
learns a risk-neutral, optimal policy for the given SBG. After
learning, Z∗(r|s, a) expresses the inherent uncertainty about
the actual behavior types appearing at a specific episode.

C. Risk Assessment
During execution, we quantify the risk of an action based

on the learned distribution Z∗(s, a) using risk metrics. Learn-
ing of the state-action distribution occurred risk-neutral with
expectation-based action selection. Now, during execution
of the learned behavior, we quantify the action risks with
a distortion risk metric applied to the learned risk-neutral
distribution.

Distortion risk metrics comply with six mathematical ax-
ioms and emerged from the field of finance. Their application
as risk metric in robotics is discussed by Majumdar and
Pavone [1]. Sequential decision making may be temporally
inconsistent when risk evaluation is not applied already
during training [30]. However, the advantage of assessing
risk based on the risk-neutral distribution is that the most
suitable risk estimator and its parameters could be adapted
online to the encountered traffic scene.

We evaluate two distortion risk metrics. For better read-
ability, we denote Z = Z∗(r|s, a) in the following:
• Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR) [1]:

ρCVaR[Z] = Er∼Z [R|R < VaRα] (3)

with probability parameter α and the value at risk
VaRα:=F−1

Z (α). Thus, α is the cumulative probability
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α

VaR = F−1
Z (α)

Q(s, a) = Er∼Z [R]

CVaR = Er∼Z [R|R < VaR]

CVaRWang
βσ

ρWang = Er∼Z′ [R]

Random Return Variable R with r ∼ Z(s, a)

r

Z(r|s, a) FZ

Z(r|s, a)Z′(r|s, a)

r

r r

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the calculation of Wang and CVaR
risk metrics: Wang distorts the original distribution and calculates an
expectation over the resulting distribution. It shifts the mean for a normal-
like distribution. CVaR considers only returns below the Value at Risk (VaR).

of returns smaller than VaRα. The CVaRα is the mean
over this section of the return distribution.

• Wang [31]: Wang distorts the original cumulative dis-
tribution and uses the expectation of the resulting dis-
tribution:

FZ′ = Φ[Φ−1(FZ) + β]

ρWang[Z] = Er∼Z′ [R]
(4)

where Φ is the standard normal c.d.f and β a real-valued
parameter. For a normal distribution, this metric shifts
its mean with µ′=µ+βσ.

The calculation of the risk metrics is represented graphically
in Fig. 2.

Action selection is greedy. For each action ai, we calculate
its expected return under the risk metric and select with

a∗(st) = argmax
ai∈A

ρxxx(Z(r|st, ai)). (5)

the optimal, risk-sensitive action a∗ in state st.

V. EXPERIMENT SETUP

We evaluate our approach on four turning scenarios in
the T-intersection given in Fig. 3. Below, we describe the
experiment setup in detail.

A. Scenario

We consider four turning scenarios, with either left or
right turn and a varying number of participants. The other
participants have right of way, but react to the ego-vehicle.
At the beginning of an episode, the ego-vehicle starts at the
same point of the intersection with zero initial velocity. It
succeeds when reaching the end of the turning lane without
collision. We limit the velocity for all participants to 54 km/h
and the maximum acceleration to 5 m s−2 and −4 m s−2. The
time step of the simulation is 200 ms.

B. Behavior Modeling

We define two deterministic driving styles ”passive” and
”aggressive”. Stochastic behavior types are planned in fu-

ture work. The corresponding policies π(·, ·, ”passive”) and
π(·, ·, ”agressive”) use an Intelligent Driver Model (IDM)
that reacts also to turning vehicles. π(·, ·, ”agressive”) accel-
erates to the desired velocity and keeps the gap to other IDM
vehicles. But, it does not react and brake, if the ego-vehicle
occupies the lane.

As we want to evaluate performance with and without
behavioral uncertainty, we consider two type definitions:
• Single: All the other drivers behave aggressively, thus

Θsingle={”aggressive”} with ∆single(”aggressive”)=1.0.
• Mixed: Drivers act with equal percentage passively

or aggressively, thus Θmixed={”passive”, ”aggressive”}
with uniform type distribution ∆mixed(”passive”)=0.5
and ∆mixed(”agressive”)=0.5.

Before an episode, a single type is sampled from the selected
type distribution. It is then used by all other participants.

C. Deep Reinforcement Learning

We train DQN and QRDQN agents separately for each
scenario for both type definitions ”single” and ”mixed”. We
employ the standard DQN [27] and QRDQN [12] architec-
tures with fully connected layers (4×300 ReLUs), outputting
a single value for each action, respectively N=200 quantiles
for each action. The input consists of the concatenated
observations of all participants. Observation and action space
are given below. We use prioritized experience replay [29]
and Double DQN [28] for both DQN and QRDQN.

Rewards are defined for the ego-agent. The other par-
ticipants do not adhere to reward maximization. They are
fully controlled by their policies π. The ego-agent receives
a positive reward Rgoal=100 for reaching the goal, and
Rcollision=− 1000 for collisions. Every action costs addi-
tionally Rstep = −5. The discount factor γ is set to 0.95.

D. Training & Test Data

For each combination of scenario and type definition,
we define a fixed training and test data set consisting
of 100 000 episode definitions, respectively. Each episode
definition contains the environment state, specifying the
initial kinodynamic vehicle states of all participants at the
beginning of the episode, and the applied behavior type. The
distribution of behavior types in the data set complies with
the selected type distribution ∆single or ∆mixed.

To improve generalization, we vary the number of par-
ticipants up to the maximum count of the scenario and

(a) Turn right x 2 (b) Turn left x 2

(c) Turn left x 4 (d) Turn right platoon

Fig. 3. Intersection scenarios considered in the evaluation.
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Fig. 4. Different gap sizes in the training and test data sets.

shuffle the order of vehicle state positions in the concatenated
observation space. The other participants have a random
velocity between 29 km h−1 and 36 km h−1. Further, the data
sets contain different initial gap sizes between two vehicles
in the same lane as depicted in Fig. 4.

E. Evaluation Metrics and Significance Testing

The following metrics are used for evaluation:
• Success/Collision rate [%]: percentage of runs the ego-

vehicle reached the end of the turning lane/collided.
• Max. time rate [%]: percentage of runs exceeding

maximum allowed crossing time (14 s).
• Crossing time [s]: time to reach the goal averaged over

successful runs.
We use a fixed set of 10 000 test runs per approach and sce-
nario to calculate the metrics, employing the best performing
training checkpoint after a fixed number of training steps.

To check for significance in performance differences, we
use paired statistical tests in which the test set index is the
independent variable. We perform for the binomial variables
(success, collision, max. time) a Cochran’s Q test followed
by pair-wise McNemar tests. For the crossing time, we use a
repeated measures ANOVA followed by pair-wise dependent
t-tests. Confidence level is 0.95 with Bonferroni correction
for the pair-wise tests.

F. Action Space

We use only longitudinal actions Aego=(−3, 0, 2, 5) in
m s−2 along predefined left or right turning paths to facilitate
an empirical analysis of the benefits of our method. A
generally applicable driving policy including lateral actions
is deferred to future work. The other participants have a
continuous action space defined by their behavior model.

G. Observation Space

To find an appropriate observation space of the intersection
scenario applied as input to DQN and QRDQN, we bench-
marked different observation spaces. We chose a right turn
scenario with a single other participant and type distribution
Θsingle, and compared the success rates of a DQN agent for
the following observation spaces:

1) Cartesian coordinates and velocity

(xego, yego, vego, x1, y1, v1, . . . , xk, yk, vk)

2) Cartesian coordinates, velocity and binary value

(xego, yego, vego, x1, y1, v1, c1, . . . , xk, yk, vk, ck)

TABLE I
RESULTS OF THE OBSERVATION SPACE BENCHMARK.

Observation Collision Max. Time Crossing
Representation Rate [%] Rate [%] Time [s]

1) x, y, v 9.8 0.0 4.53

2) x, y, v, c 2.6 0.0 4.70

3) ∆x,∆y,∆vx∆vy 23.8 0.0 3.31

4) ∆x,∆y,∆vx∆vy, stateego 1.4 0.0 4.06

5) d,∆φ, v, TTC 31.9 0.0 3.24

6) d, vφ, lane 2.6 0.0 4.79

3) Relative features to ego-vehicle

(∆x1,∆y1,∆vx,1,∆vy,1, . . . ,

∆xk,∆yk,∆vx,k,∆vy,k)

4) Relative features and ego-vehicle state

(xego, yego, vego,∆x1,∆y1,∆vx,1,∆vy,1, . . . ,

∆xk,∆yk,∆vx,k,∆vy,k)

5) Distance, orientation, velocity and TTC (inspired
by [10])

(xego, yego, vego, d1,∆φ1, v1,TTC1, . . . ,

dk,∆φk, vk,TTCk)

6) Distance, signed velocity and lane

(d1, vφ,1, lane1, . . . , dk, vφ,k, lanek)

All real-valued numbers are normalized to the range
−1 to 1. The ∆ sign denotes the value difference, dk the
Euclidean distance and TTCk is the Time-To-Collision be-
tween vehicle k and the ego-vehicle. The binary value c is
one, if the vehicle is present in the scene, otherwise, it is
zero. The signed velocity vφ,k is positive when driving from
left to right or bottom to top, and negative when driving right
to left. The lane index lanek can take a value between one
and four to indicate the position on one of the four available
lanes. If the number of vehicles is lower than the scenario
maximum, we calculate missing features based on a vehicle
with a zeroed state, not interfering with the drivable space
of the intersection, TTC=−1 and lane=0.

Table I compares the results, in this preliminary evaluation,
without significance testing. The TTC-based representation
lead to an aggressive driving behavior with high collision
rate. Interestingly, sparse observation spaces such as 2) and
6) achieved an acceptable overall performance. However,
relative state information in combination with the ego-vehicle
state (4) outperformed the other representations in terms of
collision rate and achieved a medium crossing time. Thus,
we decided to use this representation in the evaluation.

VI. EVALUATION

In our final evaluation, we compare the performance of the
DQN baseline [2, 10, 18] with QRDQN, and QRDQN with
risk-sensitive policy evaluation in environments with single
and mixed behavior type definitions.
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Fig. 5. Success rates during training of DQN and QRDQN for the single
and mixed behavior type space in the ”Turn left x 2” scenario.

A. Exemplary Training Results

Fig. 5 compares the training data success rates of DQN
and QRDQN over the course of training, exemplarily for
the ”Turn left x 2” scenario with single or mixed behavior
type space. QRDQN converged smoothly in both the single
and mixed setting. In contrast, DQN fluctuated strongly from
the 20× 105 episode on in the mixed setting. As expected,
QRDQN showed thus improved stability in the training
process for stochastic environments.

B. Risk Metric Parameterization

In a preliminary study, we coarsely evaluated the influence
of the risk metric parameters α of CVaR and β of Wang
using the trained QRDQN agents. We considered the average
performance over all scenarios in the training data set.
We discovered that Wang was very sensitive to parameter
changes and started to yield conservative driving behavior
for β < −0.4. In contrast, CVaR was more robust to
parameter changes. For the following evaluation, we set
α = 0.7 and β = −0.2.

C. Quantitative Analysis

First, we qualitatively compare the different approaches.
We highlight in bold the best/worst result of a group, if
the group test and all pair-wise tests within the group were
significant as described in Sec. V-E.

First, we discuss the advantage of Distributional Rein-
forcement Learning over standard Deep Q-Learning. Table II
depicts the performance of these two algorithms for ”single”
and ”mixed” behavior type space averaged over all scenarios.
For Θsingle, QRDQN achieved a slightly higher success rate

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF ALGORITHMS AVERAGED OVER ALL SCENARIOS.

% Collisions % Max. Time Crossing
Time [s]

Θothers Algorithm

single
QRDQN + CVaR 1.18 0.00 5.43
DQN 3.09 0.00 6.12
QRDQN 2.10 0.00 5.27

mixed
QRDQN + CVaR 0.70 0.00 6.19
DQN 6.98 24.75 7.45
QRDQN 1.68 0.00 5.16

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF RISK METRICS IN THE ”MIXED” TYPE SPACE.

% Collisions % Max. Time Crossing
Time [s]

Scenario Risk Measure

left x 4
CVaR 1.08 0.00 5.43
None 2.06 0.00 5.34
Wang 0.88 0.00 5.46

right platoon
CVaR 0.00 0.00 10.83
None 1.15 0.00 6.98
Wang - 100.00 -

left x 2
CVaR 0.08 0.00 4.84
None 0.61 0.00 4.76
Wang 0.09 0.00 4.88

right x 2
CVaR 1.64 0.00 3.67
None 2.90 0.00 3.57
Wang 1.59 0.00 3.70

than standard DQN. However, for Θmixed, when uncertainty
about the behavior of others was given, QRDQN reduced
collisions by 5%. There, a local minima in the learned policy
of DQN led to a large max. time rate. The crossing time
decreased in the ”single” and ”mixed” case with QRDQN.
These results underline the benefits of learning state-action
distributions Z(s, a) in uncertain environments. State-action
values Q(s, a) do not dissolve the subtle return nuances of
such domains. A detailed, more general discussion of the
benefits of the distributional approach is given in [11].

Yet, a collision rate of 1.68% remained when using
QRDQN with Θmixed. Table II provides the results for
QRDQN combined with the best performing risk measure
CVaR. Applying risk assessment during online planning
outperformed the QRDQN approach significantly, halving
the collision rate from 1.68% to 0.7%. The crossing time
increased slightly due to conservative driving in the ”Turn
right platoon” scenario. Risk assessment led in that case to
longer waiting times at the entrance of the intersection. When
no inherent uncertainty was present (Θsingle), the learned
distributions represent only model uncertainties, e.g. arising
due to insufficient exploration or loss minimization. Risk
assessment was still beneficial in that case.

Next, we compared the CVaR and Wang risk measures.
For the different scenarios, the results in the ”mixed” setting
are depicted in Table III. Pair-wise significance was found
against the QRDQN approach (risk measure ”none”); not
between CVaR and Wang. Still, we detect a tendency: Wang
reduced collisions in three scenarios compared to QRDQN.
In the ”right platoon” scenario, Wang led to conservative
driving, failing to cross the intersection within the maximum
episode duration. In contrast, CVaR reduced collisions in all
cases. The crossing time is comparable to QRDQN. In the
platoon scenario, CVaR drives conservatively too, increasing
crossing time noticeably. But in contrast to Wang, it still
managed to cross the intersection in all cases.

We conclude that CVaR is a suitable metric to evaluate risk
in behavior generation algorithms of autonomous vehicles.
Regarding the remaining collisions, further studies should
investigate the effects of different risk metric parameteriza-
tions and evaluate the influence of epistemic uncertainties on
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(a) Learned return distributions Z and modified return distributions ZCVaR with returns pruned above the VaR at specific time points of the scenario.
An arrow indicates the optimal action obtained with either a∗ = argmaxa E[Z] or a∗ = argmaxa E[ZCVaR].
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(b) Longitudinal position s and velocity v of the ego-agent over the course of the scenario.

Fig. 6. For a ”Turn right x 2” episode with passive behavior of other participants, we show the evaluation of the scene and the corresponding distributions
at specific timepoints and compare velocity and longitudinal position for all algorithms. Risk-sensitive action selection with CVaR yields a more moderate
acceleration at time point t = 1.2 s in comparison to the learned optimal action of QRDQN choosing highest acceleration. This subtle difference made
the risk-sensitive approach successfully complete this episode whereas DQN and QRDQN failed.

the reliability of the proposed approach.

D. Qualitative Analysis

We pick out a single episode to qualitatively examine
the reasons for better performance with risk assessment. We
consider a ”Turn right x 2” episode with ”passive” behavior
of other participants. In this case, risk assessment with CVaR
or Wang resulted in successful intersection crossing, and
DQN and QRDQN collided.

Fig. 6b depicts the longitudinal position s and velocity v
over the course of the scenario. Slight backwards movements
occurred with the distributional approaches, since, with our
reward definition, the policy was optimized solely for safety.
We postpone comfort constraints to later work. For specific
time points in this scenario, Fig. 6a displays the current
traffic situation, and for all actions, the corresponding learned
distributions Z and the modified distributions ZCVaR with
returns pruned above the VaR. An arrow ”⇐” highlights the
selected, optimal action, respectively.

Overall, we see that the distributions mainly differ in the
length of a tail with lower-probability negative returns and
only marginally with respect to higher probability positive
returns. At the beginning of the scenario at t=0 s, risk

assessment with CVaR did not change the optimality of the
learned action. Braking remained optimal, since the other
actions’ long negative tails dominate their distributions even
after pruning returns above the VaR. The time point t=1.2 s,
however, was critical for the final outcome of the episode.
The learned policy of QRDQN chose highest possible ac-
celeration, primarily as the positive return probability in its
distribution outweighs the large negative tail. In contrast,
considering only the return values below the VaR for decision
making yielded risk-averse action selection with the optimal
action being a lower acceleration value. This avoided the
collision occurring with QRDQN and led to a successful
completion of the scenario (t = 2.8 s).

This example clarifies the benefits of the CVaR metric
for behavior generation in uncertain environments: Due to
the inherent uncertainty about a hazardous event in the
environment, the distributions of riskier actions consist of a
longer, low-probability tail at negative returns facing higher
probability peaks at more positive returns. The decision
becomes ambiguous. The CVaR risk measure decides based
on the VaR which returns to prune from the distribution,
strengthening the contribution of less likely negative out-
comes. Overall, this removes the ambiguity of a decision, oc-
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curring with riskier actions, and yields a saver driving policy.
A video comparing the performance of the evaluated

algorithms and risk measures at selected episodes is found
under https://youtu.be/PSDFEG5d1xg.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We proposed a two-step approach for risk-sensitive behav-
ior generation, evaluating the risk of actions online, based on
return distributions learned offline with Deep Distributional
Reinforcement Learning. We evaluated two distortion risk
metrics and demonstrated that our approach increases safety
in environments with inherent uncertainty about other par-
ticipants’ behaviors while avoiding too conservative driving.

Majumdar and Pavone [1] discussed the application of risk
metrics, emerging from finance, to robotics. Our approach
presents now a step forward in applying risk-sensitive behav-
ior generation for autonomous driving. Yet, a distributional
consideration of risk in other methods, e.g search-based
methods, would broaden our understanding of its benefits
and challenges.

To achieve a high level of safety under inherent and
epistemic uncertainties, we plan to combine the approach
with methods reducing epistemic uncertainty in the future,
e.g an additional search process [20].
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